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Utilizing the New Light

BY SANDRA WALTER

REVEALING NEW REALITIES
Blessings Beloved ~
A passage many have seen and felt is upon us. Frequencies are flowing into our
Galactic neighborhood to accelerate the Revelation phase. We utilize our Heart
compass and discernment to navigate this rushing river of change.
The Ascension trajectory (Primary Christed Timeline) is an inevitable conclusion to
this Divine HUstory of Gaia. How we get there, and how tumultuous it will be, may be
GREATLY aided, steered and co-created by activated hearts in service.
This is a passage to Master your own narrative, internally and externally. Rewrite
HUstory in this Now with your thoughts, feelings, visualizations, and Christed actions.
Pull back to the higher perspective of the unified multidimensional experience. Just
enough separation to perceive the game of you-and-me, and enough Creator State
wisdom to know that all is Love. Express what is in the highest interests of all
concerned in every prayer, meditation, ceremony and decree.
The upcoming waves of reality-shifting light are the
strongest light levels of our process; and they have
already begun to shift our awareness on a global scale.
We prepare and fine-tune ourselves to receive this
Divine opportunity with ease and grace.

IN LOVE, LIGHT AND SERVICE,

Sandra Walter
ASCENSION GUIDE

Classes and Events: https://www.AscensionPath.com
Energy exchanges gratefully received at: https://www.SandraWalter.com/donations

GATEWAY PASSAGES
Our Higher levels provide these linear dates as a hearts-up for
increased Ascension activity. When we pay attention, we bridge
the worlds by becoming a conduit for the Light and higher realms.
Much has been accomplished with the New Crystalline Grids and
unified Divine Stargate systems; all is in place for spiritual
revelation.
We expand highest potentials when we unify. Interacting with the
Stargates is not passive or reactionary. We utilize our co-creative
skills as empowered, unified Divine BEings.
Participate in these Gates through ceremony, meditation,
prayer, unity and conscious focus on New Earth Now.
The Revelation Wave: December 12- January 20
Most intense initial phase of these New waves of consciousnessshifting, veil-lifting, Source-encoded Light
Monday, November 30th at 1:42AM PST
Lunar Eclipse and Full Moon
Saturday - Monday, December 12 -14th
Revelation Wave Stargate opening and the 12.12
Monday, December 14th at 8:13AM PST
Solar Eclipse and New Moon
Monday, December 21st at 2:02AM PST
Solstice, Jupiter and Saturn conjunction
December 19 - January 7
Intense shifts in perception for Starseeds, Lightworkers

REVELATION WAVE
The Revelation Wave is a cosmic pulse of pure Source-encoded
photonic light flowing through the Stargates. Photonic plasma holds
codes for creating order. The waves emanating from the Paradise
SUN, the Solar Heart of the multiverse, are rewriting realities across
infinite realms. All is being purged, cleared, redesigned and rewritten
into Unity Consciousness.
The waves entered our Galactic Center, and have been creating
energetic events as they traverse Solar systems and Stars. These
waves are getting closer to our remote position on this spiral arm of
the Galaxy.
The predicted and trackable activation of our SUN this year
demonstrates the influence of these new frequencies. Our local
Stargate, the SUN (Solaris) was recoded in June-August 2020 in
order to receive, deliver and shift our realities on a collective level.
This wave is of a much higher vibration than we have ever
experienced. It literally shakes the lower realities, transforming them,
and absorbing them into the higher vibrational bandwidths. It seems
chaotic to the external realities at first. The physicalization of etheric
influence has been a main theme of 2020. Rapid revelations unfold
with increasing intensity as the wave enters and amplifies through
2021.
The higher frequency overlay of the New Earth
realms has been here for many years. Many
have seen and felt the higher overriding the
outdated lower creation. The Revelation Wave
lifts the veils on what has been created personally and globally. For many, it is
profound realization of Higher Truth.

Full november
webinar replay on
the revelation
wave at
ascensionpath.com

REVELATION WAVE
These waves and frequencies shift our experience of realities.
Hence the title, Revelation Wave. The veils lift and we perceive ourselves, the
inner and the external, in a much clearer way. It may shift your perception of
God, separation, Divine Love ... whatever is needed to gain a clearer
perception of what has been created, personally and globally. It reveals our
higher inner truth, and reveals mass unity as the highest choice for co-creating
brand new realities.
This new light delivers new geometries, codes and frequencies of pure
Christed/Crystalline/Unity Consciousness. Embodiment is resurrected to a
purified level of expression. This washes away old expressions of Self,
perhaps the most revealing aspect of this new light. We awaken to a pure
expression of our Ascended Self, the new BEingness that was birthed in 2012.
This deepens our relationship with Source, with God. Our higher purpose - to
be conduits of the Christed frequency - begins to operate in a seamless, zeropoint state. We become a pure conduit of that Christed frequency, which
beams through activated DNA.
Our DNA allowed us to create separation, as an experience of the Soul.
Collective DNA has been releasing, overriding its separation function, through
magnetic shifts in the DNA fields. Activated and reconnected DNA lifts the veils
of perception, revealing the experience of the New Earth, NOW.
Many will experience a quantum activation of the Heart Center. The Sourcepoint of the Heart reunifies across the dimensions, all expressions of your
unique fractal of Source. It unlocks your personal Living Library across timespace. A grand moment to know thyself.
Self-imposed and collective veils start to lift. Planetary magnetic shifts have
been accelerating all year. This affects perception, since the veils are magnetic
based. Change the magnetics, and the veils dissolve. Many more of the
Ascending collective will see the New Earth realities in clear, direct ways.

REVELATION WAVE
Effects of the Revelation Wave for the Ascending Collective:
Clear perception of Organic and Inorganic realities.
- Organic feels expansive, joyful, ascending, boundless
- Inorganic feels confining, controlling, limiting, fearful
- Use your heart intelligence to make better reality choices in your daily
flow. Many will see the results of their lower choices, and be able to
shift quickly. Begin this process Now. Use the Light Intelligence.
Supportive new technology in highest interests of the whole.
- Creative Solutions to global collective issues emerge without
interference. Energetic support for Unity is amplified.
- Unsupportive tech which limits creativity, choice, or has a scrambling
effect on the brain, nervous system, DNA, or Heart becomes
uncomfortable to millions as the energy fields shift.
Crystalline Lightbody activation.
- Chakra transmutation is complete. Diamond-Solar unified Ascension
column takes over. Running new energies via the lightbody.
- Activation of subtle yet consistently brightening bioluminescence.
- Perception shifts inspire changes in diet, beliefs, habits, creations.
- Visit the detox and prep section for tips on Lightbody support.
Profound Shifts in Reality, Release the Old
- Zero Point is increased, so the feedback loop between thoughtemotion-manifestation is quickened.
- We get what we focus on; focus on transformation and unity.
- Be prepared not scared or distracted. These waves come in strong
and will consistently increase all through 2021.
- Forgiveness is necessary; the heightened dismantling will demand
quick processing. Reveal, choose the highest interests of all, forgive,
release, move on.

SOLAR FLASHING
The Solar Flashing experience - already in progress - has been anchored into
the collective consciousness by many Starseeds. The experience is profound
and unmistakable. I have described this preparation of collective DNA and its
reality-overwriting effects since it began in 2019.
Solaris was completely recoded in 2020. The prism has changed again, so new
realities can be projected into these realms. Gaia and all of the planets in this
system are emanating a new frequency. This reunification of planet-to-planet
and Organic Universal Stargates speeds up the dismantling of the old and
revelation of the New.
Pay attention to Solar activity. The CMEs, flares and flashing activity are
increasing in intensity as this wave arrives. This is changing the fields and grids
of Gaia to unlock the living library within her, and our DNA. It allows us access to
who we are becoming, rather than just who we have been.
The full-body Solar Flashing Experience gives us the Divine perception of our
total BEingness, as reunified with Source. Eternal light, then stillness,
dissolvement of the illusion, complete recoding of the Lightbody, and rebirth as
the Unified, Christed Self. It steps forth gradually, then in profound leaps.
If you desire this experience:
- Connect with Source and request this transformative step as part of your heartcentered Ascension process.
- Lay in the SUNlight. You won't be able to sit upright, it takes complete
surrender. Lay down. Breathe. Relax into the Heart-SUN Stargate.
- Meditate on the SUN. Connect your Heart with the Solar Stargates.
- Feel and see the SUN expanding, swelling with intense light. It will seem as if
the SUN is swallowing everything. Don't try make it happen, let it happen.
- Profound rewriting of awareness begins. Relax. Let the physical realities and
body dissolve. It will feel like THE moment of Ascension.
- Say thank you when it begins; gratitude calms the body.
- Allow this. Let it be what it is for you. Be still until complete. Integrate in nature.

VEIL LIFTING
Life without Veils
Physicalization of the etheric continues; what was unseen is now
seen. It aids in the removal of what does not serve. The Light purges
these realms of distortion, step by step. Mastery-level patience as the
collective awakening unfolds; many will need guidance.
Mastery-level self-realization as the self-imposed veils lift. Let it
change your perception. You cannot outrun the lifting the of the veils.
Best to witness personal revelations, clear what does not serve, shift
your behavior, and get on with the New.
Shift your reaction to collective veil-lifting at any step. Best to keep a
sense of Light about deception or sleight-of-hand switches in the
storylines. There will be many.
Your perception is based on the spiritual maturity of your heart, mind
and emotions. Become still, centered, and clear on what you desire as
an outcome for your own path. Then deal with personal veil-lifting,
moment by moment.
Parent the Lower levels through the process.
- The mind becomes more telepathic. We qualify our thoughts with
Christed intent. Unified visions and intentions reveal our unified skills.
- Classic Egoic structures are already gone. Those co-created survival
dynamics are dissolving from the collective. No longer needed. The
ego transcends to be in service to the one. A creative expression of
individuality, without the need for fear-based survival.
- Emotions transform to a pure, consistent heart-based feeling state.
- The body and DNA are triggered by the light into collective
biophotonic metamorphosis. The Crystalline Lightbody will be a focus
in 2021, initiated by this new light. Starseeds are the Wayshowers of
this palpable, gradual, visible shifts in the physical.

VEIL LIFTING
Revelation comes quickly; lasting changes requires participation.
The strong presence of the Revelation Wave changes us. For some, the new
realm is a true path-changer. Remnants of the old Self must be cleared, rewritten,
discarded. Entanglement in the lower programs is complete and released. A life
of unknown new is embraced. Higher Choices, Moment by Moment.
Embrace the redesign to a new BEingness with New Earth Now choices.
The Creator State is activating in pure hearts. We have seven billion versions of
truth running on this planet; what does yours express in thought, word and
action?
The End Game is Love. A gentle re-hearter: Spiritual Disclosure of the Divine
HUman and Unity Consciousness is End Game. Ascension is not something you
wish, watch, or wait for. We are in a phase of consistent waves, solar flashes, and
stargate flows to support a new experience. As Gaia said, it’s happening NOW.
Many are swayed into choosing sides or saviors, because it gives them comfort
with the vivid unknown. Let those aspects have their experience, and try not to be
disheartened by the dismantling (even your own). Remember you don’t have to
watch it burn. You have the Divine Birthright of free will to co-create and have a
new experience.
We focus on balance and stability within, to assist with balance and stability
without. Be sure to unplug from the scramble of narratives often; it literally
interferes with your coherence, which affects your DNA’s ability to do something
new, which affects your reality.
Apply uncommon sense. Duality and judgment have a very short shelf life.
Choose wisely, dear heart. We are all learning unity consciousness under global
duress. Only empower the thoughts, words, actions and feelings you desire to
see manifested. Forgive those who dishonor life, utilize discernment as you focus
on peace. Divine Neutrality allows for better choices and solutions.

CHECK YOUR COMPASS
This year had many distractions. Time for our annual heart-based, deeply
personal inventory.
This New Light amplifies our innermost choices; the subconscious becomes
conscious, the heart-intent is revealed. Give yourself the gift of an honest
inventory of your path.
What areas need my Mastery focus Now? Forgiveness? Gratitude?
Unconditional Love? Non-Judgment? Divine Neutrality? Emotional Clearing?
Self-Care? Self-Love? Change in routine, habits, beliefs, behaviors? Write them
down and take action steps to do the good work Now.
Light-ground the highest choices for your journey. How do you envision this
new light? Are your expectations and highest choices empowering yourself and
others? Write them down, draw them out, crystal grid your personal and
collective intentions. Now.
Use the Zero Point amplification. Move in the direction of those dreams,
energetically and physically, Now. Small micro-movements reveal what we truly
desire.
Qualify all light you set forth. You receive what you focus on during this
highly-charged Gateway. These energies AMPLIFY all intentions, providing
support for free will choice. Be clear and direct with your intentions, feelings and
creations. Emit the quality of light you desire to receive.
Heart-test for Freedom Code activation: Use the classic Feather and Heart
scale. What makes the heart feel light, open, free? It’s not a busy-ness plan, it’s
a freedom plan for the Now. Freedom codes are activated by your choices:
Abundant love over the limits of fear.
New Earth is a very open, present state of BEingness. Practice visualizing,
feeling and actualizing your unique, expansive Self in the highest expression Now.

REWRITING HUSTORY
Master your new narrative, internally and externally. Qualify the light you
emanate with the Christed/Crystalline frequency, so it returned as what
you desire to create. We rewrite HUstory in this now with our thoughts,
feelings, visualizations and actions.
Be present with the discomfort of change; no choices out of fear. Utilize
your Freedom codes to activate your highest trajectory, highest level of
creative self-expression.
Revelation energies may surprise you: Embrace unity consciousness now
and learn from this profound state. This is always an amplified passage for
personal and collective choices. use it wisely.
Conscious Communication and Co-Creation:
- Do not create distortion, duality, separation or judgment with your
words.
- Avoid self-depreciating language; honor yourself and others with
supportive words
- Catch yourself in negative language habits, and shift/flip the language
in the moment
- Be transparent with friends; let them know that you are changing the
way you speak about the world and others. Encourage them to do the
same.
- Gently stop the conversation when it goes low-vibe. Don't speak ill of
others, especially if they are not present.
- Become a Heart-based communication pro: Shift the topic, pay a
compliment, offer supportive solutions rather than low-vibe complaints.
- Use the SO IT IS. Say this after everything you speak, think, feel or do
to become aware of what you are creating - or supporting.
- Mastery Invocations/Decrees override lesser communication. Use
them to retrain your words, thoughts and Heart.
- Drop the blamethrower. Take responsibility for this realm, it is a cocreation. Move out of blame and into creative solutions.

DETOX CHECKLIST
Here are a few tools for fine-tuning the brightest experience: Use your discernment for
your own abilities, health and consciousness.
Physical Detoxification Now: Get the cells open and clear to receive more Light. Metal and
Liver cleanses, green juice cleanse, water-only fasts, etc. You will FEEL the difference. Full
support for a new expereince through the body.
Three Day Water Fast: Three days of pure, intention-activated water only (no food or juice).
The classic way to reset your cells, DNA and Lightbody. Use your discernment; start with
one day a week if you are new to this.
Mental Detox: Unity Consciousness entails connection to everything. You feel, see, and
hear more information. Direct your thought patterns to the desired outcome. Peaceful,
unifying practices rather than scattered focus. Whenever you become distracted by the
distortion, pause and redirect to your preferred reality. Less screen, more nature.
Quality sleep: Deep integration of very high frequencies. Honor it. Rest often in total
darkness. Unplug hours before bed and request rejuvenation.
Hydration: Water is plasma: a sacred tool for delivering frequencies. Our DNA swims in it,
our cells receive information through it. Drink plenty of pure, activated (blessed, structured,
intentional) water. Plasma influxes via Solar activity dehydrate us; use water as medicine.
Meditation: Our DNA is receiving a new level of consciousness, which affects the physical.
Meditation provides conscious integration of the new perspective, opening us the the
expansiveness within. Global Unified meditation is available every SUNday through this
collective.

GLOBAL
SUNDAY UNITY
MEDITATIONS

details at ascensionpath.com

CREATOR STATE DECREES
Invocations and Decrees are an honored Mystery School technique for
Ascension. When we align with the pure heart intention to transform, our realities
shift to reflect the light within.
Invocations and Decrees are said out loud. The words I AM are encoded for
activation, however you can use God-Self or Divine Presence if that is more
comfortable for you. Make it your heart’s expression; the intention is key.
Connect with your heart center; the Pure Source-spark of Diamond Light within.
Take a moment to feel your Heart intent. Divine Love is a strong, palpable
frequency which grows in intensity as our DNA activates. Note how your heart and
energy fields feel in this Now.
In the name of the Divine HUman, Creator In-Carnate that I AM. I welcome in and
forth my Higher Self, Christed Self, Almighty I AM Presence, and all of my Divine
aspects across all parallel realities seen and unseen. Unify in this now moment.
Put your focus here. Let us clear and transform my physical experience to reflect
my Divine Infinite Self, the pure essence of Source (God) I AM.
I call forth my Sacred heart center to be fully activated in alignment with my highest
expression of Source, to the highest level complimentary to my journey in this now
moment.
I choose the highest activity of gratitude, peacemaking, creativity, humility, Divine
Love and Divine neutrality each moment. May every choice I make this day be
aligned with the highest good for all concerned. I open to the power of my heart,
love, Divine Will, and Divine Love, Light and Service each moment.
I call forth the Diamond Shining rays of the Christ to reveal and amplify my true
heart which is my Divine immortal connection to Source. Heart center, light up!
Heart fields, spin, expand and amplify this Diamond-Solar light. Shine this sacred
fire love forth into all of my activities, timelines and choices this day.
(continued...)

CREATOR STATE DECREES
I AM the reconnection of all that I AM with Source. I reclaim my victorious reunion
with the True Light which shall never be severed again.
Beloved Source, Mother-Father God, I stand in your radiance and open my heart as
a pure conduit of your Divine currents of grace, love and perfection, flowing out to all
life.
I AM self-realized, joyous and grateful for the limitless abundance of light, love,
creation, life force and Divine support available to me.
I AM the Divine Covenant fulfilled within me, and stand in the glory and splendor of
Source as my Ascended I AM Presence. I AM the One Presence, the Mighty I AM
consciousness in action. There is only God, LoveLight and Infinite Creation. I AM the
Sacred Sanctuary within my heart which honors and serves the Great God
Presence.
Infinite Creator, reveal your Divine intent for my presence here. Let me see myself as
you see me, reveal your Divine perspective.
I AM overflowing with all which Source desires for me. I fully embrace life as a Divine
opportunity to serve, explore and show the Divine path. Life is infinite, love, eternal
perfection. I choose happiness, peace, harmony, and Ascension so I may live my
highest purpose.
I call forth the Mighty electronic force fields of Light to surround me, activating and
amplifying the seamless garment of my Crystalline Lightbody so I may live in the
realm of Mastery each moment.
I call this forth to the highest level allowed by Cosmic Law, in Divine alignment with
the Divine plan and blueprint for my pure and true organic Ascension. I ordain this
under all graces and forces of the Infinite Creator Source.
Take a moment to visualize and feel these decrees acting on the physical and
etheric structures. Amplify the frequency of love radiating out through the heart.

NEW EARTH NOW
Have the Courage to be in New Earth Mode, Now.
Make this a morning practice after meditation: Take a few
minutes to FEEL, visualize and rehearse your desired reality.
Let it flow, really expand what is possible for your path. Smile,
breathe and feel New Earth Now, allow the Freedom codes to
activate (note: this is how you unlock them!) Spend some time
visualizing with gratitude, compassion and forgiveness the highest
positive outcome for all concerned.
Then take action, and mix up your day to open up to a New
vibrational reality. Act as if your highest chosen experience is Now;
no delays. Practice this and your realities will follow. All thoughts are
created on some level, seen or unseen. We manifest the highest
vibration through our Heart, and allow the realities to reveal our cocreation.
Be a Responsible Creator. When enough Christed DNA is
activated and integrated, we collectively level up. We are woven
back into the fabric of the cosmic consciousness. It allows Gaia to
reveal the Ascended New Earth as an already present, palpable
reality.
- Use the tools in this ebook to align with positive creation
- Embrace our unique positive differences which separated us in
the past
- We sharpen our skills when we soften our hearts
- Look through the eyes of the heart; create with heart intelligence
- Gift yourself with the self-empowered right to feel safe, loved,
joyful, complete, worthy, confident.
- Attune your eyes and heart to find Love in every moment; it is
eternal and ever-present.

REVEALING TRUTH
I AM wishing you the strongest and most profound, mystical, beautiful experiences
for this passage. It is really a Divine opportunity. Prepare. Align. Be in your Creator
State. As the Ascending collective, we have the Divine opportunity to command
new realities into palpable, physical beingness.
Allow yourself rest, journaling, creativity, meditation and time away from the online
fray as much possible during this window. Solstice is always Divine, however this
year is unique. We can’t even comprehend the multidimensional changes occurring
right now. New light is a new experience. I hope this ebook provided some
grounded guidance for your path.
Leveling up to the Creator State of Beingness allows miracles to happen through
us. There is great simplicity after the difficult work is complete. We heal ourselves to
become what we are supposed to be; what we have been since 2012. Use this
passage to lift the veils on your heart, and let Revelation come.
Wishing you a beautiful Revelation Wave! Let us show HUmanity what is
possible with Ascension.

IN LOVE, LIGHT AND SERVICE,

Sandra Walter
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